• Investigate coupling of nonlinearlygenerated series-resonance enhanced harmonics of driving frequency to standing waves using a single-sheath radial transmission line model 
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PLASMA
NONLINEAR SHEATHS AND SERIES RESONANCE
• Sinusoidal rf driving source: V rf = V rf0 cos ωt
• Child law sheaths strongly nonlinear:
• Sheath nonlinearity generates harmonics 2ω, 3ω, ...
• Series resonance (capacitive sheaths + inductive plasma) near the N th harmonic:
ω pē s = mean sheath width; ω pe = plasma frequency
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PLASMA
ELECTROMAGNETICS AND SPATIAL RESONANCE
• Top electrode/bulk plasma/bottom electrode sandwich forms a 3-electrode system in which two radially-propagating TM wave modes (H φ , E r , E z ) exist
• Symmetric mode: E zs = A(r, t) cosh αz
• Antisymmetric mode: E za = B(r, t) sinh αz (α = inverse plasma skin depth)
• Radial (spatial) resonance near M th driving frequency harmonic; e.g., for antisymmetric mode
PLASMA
THEORETICAL MODEL SOLUTION AND DISCHARGE PARAMETERS
• Maxwell's equations + Newton's laws for symmetric and antisymmetric modes in the plasma , and the harmonic current J n (e),(f). All harmonic amplitudes (n ¼ 1-5) are normalized to the radial maxima [B φ;n;max , V n;max , and J n;max (see Table I )] to obtain a clearer view of the harmonic structures. 
